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Django GAE Python crash and access site I have a
django app that uses the google app engine, i have it
up and running and it all works great so i can say, the
only problem i am having is that if you try to access
the site using the domain, it does not work as
expected. When viewing the site the way you are
supposed to all i get is a blank white screen. This is
how i set up my project, now this is with google app
engine, i still have same problem if i use the standard
apache server, on a couple domains if i use the the
normal apache server and it is pointing to the right
dns servers, it works fine but not on the apache gae
server. THE apache server is configured to send the
mime type and host with a static map, the dns are
configured with the domains name, so i would expect



the site to load. Any ideas. Cheers. /django-
project/project/views.py def urlconf(url): from
django.conf.urls.defaults import * from django.conf
import settings return patterns('', (r'^admin/',
include(admin.site.urls)), (r'', include('base.urls')), )
/django-project/django/urls.py from django.conf.urls
import patterns, include, url urlpatterns =
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